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ABSTRACT: Attenuated total reflectance–Fourier transform infrared (ATR–FTIR)
spectroscopy in combination with the sputter etching technique was applied to the
determination of the depth distribution of a chemical additive within a pulp fiber.
After etching successively, the surface additive content was determined by ATR–FTIR
spectroscopy. Sputter etching until 5 min was homogeneous and proportional to obtain
precise depth profile. From the relationship between etching time and the thickness of
removed surface layer, it is possible to follow the partial concentration profiles of the
additive as a function of distance from the original surface. The obtained profile is
compared qualitatively with that of variable-angle ATR–FTIR depth profiling method.
The profile shows that most of the additive is located at the fiber surface; however,
some of it is broadly distributed toward the inside of the fiber. The present method can
be used to clarify the distribution of other paper additives within a pulp fiber, and,
moreover, it can be applied to depth profiling of a minor component within a solid
material. q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 69: 461–468, 1998
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INTRODUCTION FTIR) spectroscopy is useful for quantitative de-
termination of a polyacrylamide resin (PAM),
which is a dry-strength additive for paper sheets.The large majority of fibrous materials, including
It has been investigated from the band intensitiespaper, contain chemical additives that play vari-
of difference spectra obtained by spectral subtrac-ous functional roles. These additives can provide
tion with a blank sheet spectrum.1 This is the basetheir function by spreading over or penetrating
to obtain a depth profile of PAM within a pulpinto the fibers. The amounts of them are too small
fiber using ATR–FTIR spectroscopy.to determine their quantities and their inter- and

ATR–FTIR spectroscopy has been widely ap-intrafiber distributions. In particular, it is hardly
plied to surface characterization of materials.known how they are distributed within a fiber,
Depth profiling with the use of ATR spectroscopyalthough the properties of the fibrous materials
has been investigated by a variation in the pene-may be largely affected by their distributions. We
tration depth, dp . It is defined as the depth athave previously reported that attenuated total
which the amplitude of the evanescent field de-reflectance–Fourier transform infrared (ATR–
creases to 1/e of its value at the interface and is
represented by2
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where l is the wavelength of IR radiation, n1 and PAM retained in the sheets was determined by
nitrogen analysis1 prior to the following measure-n2 are the refractive indices of the internal reflec-

tion element (IRE) and the sample, respectively, ments.
and u is the angle of incidence. Several studies
have been done to follow the extent of chemical

Sputter Etchingchanges in materials as a function of distance
from the surface, assuming a function form for the The sample sheet cut in a rectangle of 40 1 14

mm was dried in vacuum for 24 h before etching.unknown depth profile.3–5 To obtain quantitative
depth profiles without an assumed function, the The sample on the electrode was sputter etched

stepwise from 1 to 20 min in a radio frequencyATR intensities must be inverse-Laplace-trans-
formed.6 Such an approach, however, may be lim- sputtering equipment Shinku Kiko RFS-200 un-

der the following conditions: an electric power ofited because of the difficulty of numerical inver-
sion of Laplace transformation. 3 W, and an Argon gas pressure of 10 Pa.

In-depth profiling analysis, sectioning of the
sample, and subsequent chemical analysis is the

Infrared Spectroscopymost direct and common technique.7 Instead of
sectioning, surface etching such as sputtering is ATR–FTIR spectra were collected on a Shimadzu

FTIR-8200PC spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Ky-also commonly used. Sawatari8 has used X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for Ar/ ion- oto, Japan) equipped with a Shimadzu ATR-8000

attachment, with a KRS-5 or a Ge internal reflec-etched pulps in order to confirm the distribution
of mesyl groups in the radial direction of the pulp tion element (IRE) of 457 facets (50 1 20 1 2

mm). Additionally, a Harrick ATR attachmentfiber. As far as we know, however, ATR-IR analy-
sis, in combination with the etching technique, mounted in a Bio-Rad FTS-60 spectrophotometer

(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Digilab Division, Cam-has been used only to study the spectral changes
associated with polymer morphology and the cor- bridge, MA) was used for the measurement with

an incidence angle u of 607: the IRE was a Spectra-responding crystallinity features.9,10

In this study, we first obtain a qualitative depth Tech KRS-5 or Ge 607 face angle 50-mm rhomboid
(Spectra-Tech, Shelton, CT). Two pieces of paperprofile of the additive within a pulp fiber by the

conventional angular-dependent ATR–FTIR mea- sample (40 1 14 mm) conditioned at 237C and
50% relative humidity were placed one on each sidesurement and then propose a novel ATR–FTIR

analysis in combination with the sputter etching of the IRE. Pressure was then applied through elas-
tic pads of rubber that placed at the back of thetechnique to describe the quantitative depth profile.

In the latter method, the surfaces of pulp fibers sample sheets in order to produce effective contact
between the sample sheets and the IRE. The FT-are removed stepwise by sputter etching and then

measured with ATR–FTIR. The uniformity of the IR data were collected over 100 single-beam scans
with a resolution of 4 cm01. The penetration depthssputter etching is also discussed.
(dp) imposed by the available reflection conditions
in this investigation were calculated from eq. (1)
and given in Table I based on an absorption waveEXPERIMENTAL
number of 1670 cm01 (C|O stretching attributable
to Amide I of PAM11).Materials

For quantitative ATR measurement, polarized
light should be used, but it decreases the intensityThe pulp used for paper sheet making was a com-

mercial bleached kraft pulp beaten to CSF 585 of the light; thus, it reduces the S/N level of the
spectra obtained.12 In the case of an isotropic sam-mL. A chemical additive used in this study was

a cationic polyacrylamide resin (PAM), with an ple and an incidence angle u Å 457, the effect of
nonpolarized light is negligible if the absorbanceaverage molecular weight of 2 1 106 and a charge

density of 0.6 meq/g, supplied from Arakawa of a band is less than 0.5.13 Thus, polarized light
was not used in the present study.Chemical Industries Ltd. (Osaka, Japan). An

aqueous solution of the PAM was added to the In order to isolate the selected band of PAM,
difference spectra were obtained by spectral sub-pulp slurry in the range of 0.3–3.0%, based on

dry pulp and dry polymer solids. A series of paper traction with a spectrum of a blank paper sheet.1

The blank sheet was also etched for the same timesheet was prepared according to the procedure
described in a previous article.1 The amount of as the sample sheet. Surface roughness of the pa-
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per sheets has an effect on sample–IRE contact
and further on the spectra; however, variations in
sample–IRE contact can be corrected by internal
normalization.1 For internal normalization, the
absorbance of the PAM characterizing band at
1670 cm01 in a difference spectrum (DAPAM) was
divided by that of a reference band (Acell ) , which
is a characteristic cellulose band at 1319 cm01 (as-
signed to CH2 wagging14) in the sample spectrum;
thus, the normalized absorbance ratio is DAPAM/
Acell . However, it is necessary to make a few cor-
rections in the normalized values (see the Ap-
pendix).

Calculation of Surface PAM Content from
Absorbance Ratio

An absorbance ratio gives the apparent surface
content of chemicals.12,15 If a value R (ÅDAPAM/
Acell ) is obtained for an ATR–FTIR spectrum of a
sample sheet containing PAM, the apparent sur-
face PAM content (CPAM) should be given by12

CPAM(vol %) Å [R / (R / R0)] 1 100 (2)

where R0 is the relative absorbance ratio obtained
by ATR–FTIR measurements on the pure materi-

Figure 1 ATR spectra of PAM (A) cast film and (B)als of the components.12 In this study, we used cellophane.
the ratio of APAM in Figure 1(A) to Acell in Figure
1(B); they are the absorbances in ATR spectra of
PAM film and cellulose film, respectively. The where the densities of PAM and pulp fiber were
PAM film was prepared by solution casting of the assumed 1.3 and 1.5 g/cm3, respectively.
polymer in water. The cellulose film was a com-
mercially available cellophane that had been ex-
tracted twice in boiling water to remove plasti- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
cizer (glycerin). Although the spectrum of cello-
phane was somewhat different from that of paper Depth Profiling by Variable-Angle
due to the difference in their lattice type, the in- ATR–FTIR Analysis
tensity of the band at 1319 cm01 is affected to a

Paper sheets without etching were examined byvery small extent by the structural change.16,17

ATR–FTIR analysis varying the penetrationAPAM in Figure 1(A) was larger than 0.5, so it
depth dp . The apparent surface PAM contentsmust be deviated from the true absorbance by the
(CPAM) measured with 3 different penetration‘‘nonpolarization’’ effect; therefore, it required
depths against the amounts of PAM retained insome corrections.13 Then, we obtained the value
the sheets are shown in Figure 2. Since every CPAMR0 Å 15.8. CPAM is expressed in a unit of cubical
measured with dp Å 1.2 mm (an ATR condition ofpercentage (vol %),11 which can be converted to
KRS-5 IRE and u Å 457, as shown in Table I)mass percentage (wt %), as in the following equa-
is close to the broken line, indicating bulk PAMtion:
content, the CPAM with dp Å 1.2 mm can be experi-
mentally regarded as the bulk PAM content. ThisCPAM (wt %)
finding is reasonable, taking into consideration
the fact that the dp value is comparable to theÅ 1.3CPAM(vol %)

1.3CPAM(vol %)
/ 1.5(100 0 CPAM(vol %))

1 100 (3)
fiber wall thickness (approximately 2 mm18).
Therefore, ATR-IR analysis with the specific ATR
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Figure 2 Apparent surface PAM content (CPAM) ver- Figure 3 Variation in PAM content (CPAM) with some
sus amount of PAM retained in the sheets. Solid lines penetration depths (dp ) at two levels of PAM retained
show the variation of CPAM with penetration depths (dp ; in the sheets (%): (s ) 0.75, and (l ) 1.5.
mm): (j ) 0.40, (m ) 0.67, and (l ) 1.2; broken line shows
bulk PAM content.

in this figure are not simply related to the true
concentration–depth profiles that exist across

condition (dpÅ 1.2 mm) is regarded as a bulk anal- each fiber thickness because the observed DAPAM/
ysis in the case of paper fibers.17

Acell values depend on both the decreases of the
In each measuring case, CPAM increases lin- IR electrical field amplitude and the fall off in the

early with the amount of PAM retained in the concentration of PAM, with increasing penetra-
sheet. The slopes of the lines become larger with tion into the fibers.3 Then we have examined a
decreasing dp . It indicates that the additive exists new ATR–FTIR analysis in combination with
very close to the fiber surface. This tendency is sputter etching.
conveniently illustrated in Figure 3 by plotting
CPAM as a function of dp at the PAM retained levels

Removal of Surface Layer by Sputter Etchingof 0.75 and 1.5%. The higher PAM content at
smaller dp indicates that PAM exists mainly at The overall process of sputter etching is surface
the fiber surface. However, these curves shown erosion by the bombardment of primary particles

(generally noble gas ions), which causes particles
of the solid to be ejected from the surface. By con-

Table I ATR Conditions and Penetration tinuous sputter etching, layers beneath the top-Depths (dp) Calculated from Eq. (1)a

most layer are subsequently exposed.7

The etching rate was determined by measuringAngle
the weight loss of samples before and after sputterof Incidence
etching. Assuming that the sputter etching pro-(deg)
cess operates uniformly, the thickness of etched

IRE n1 Nominalb uc dp (mm)d layer Dz is given by

Ge 4.0 60 60 0.31
Dz Å w 0 w *

w
z (4)Ge 4.0 60 49 0.36

Ge 4.0 45 45 0.40
Ge 4.0 30 41 0.44

where w and w * are the weight of a sample beforeKRS-5 2.4 60 60 0.67
and after sputter etching, respectively, and z isKRS-5 2.4 60 51 0.87
the thickness of the sample before etching. Poly-KRS-5 2.4 45 45 1.2
ethylene terephthalate (PET) film and cellulose

a Refractive index of sample (n2) is 1.5. film (cellophane) were used for determination ofb Not corrected for refraction at the entrance facet. the etching rate instead of paper samples. Thec True angle corrected for refraction.
d At 1670 cm01. thickness Dz linearly increased with etching time
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Figure 4 Experimental relationship between etching
time (t ) and thickness of etched layer (Dz ) determined
by mass decrease: (l ) PET and (s ) cellophane. Each

Figure 6 Absorbance of PS-coated PET film as a func-spot is an average of 2–4 times measurement.
tion of etching time (t ) . Broken lines show the propor-
tional relation between absorbance and thickness of
etched layer (Dz ) . IRE: (l ) KRS-5 and (s ) Ge, with at for both films up to 10 min, as shown in Figure
fixed angle u Å 457.4, and the calculated etching rate was 33 nm/min

until 10 min for both films. Taking it into consid-
eration that bleached pulp fibers almost consist fibers are also etched as the same manner as these
of cellulose, the rate can be adopted for paper sam- films.19

ples. Although the rate may be affected by the The microstructure may affect the depth pro-
surface roughness of paper, it is negligible in the filing of PAM within a paper fiber. Thus, a double-
present study because the flat parts of the pulp layered film, polystyrene (PS)-cast coated PET
fibers which make close contact with the IRE, are film, was etched stepwise and was then measured
dealt with. by ATR–FTIR in order to examine proportional

The etched surface was observed by a scanning etching. The original thickness of the coated PS
electron microscope (SEM) to check uniform etch- film (z ) was obtained by13

ing. Figure 5 shows the typical surface structure
of the etched PET films. While no structural

z Å 0 dp

2
lnF APET(z )

APET(0) G (5)change was detected under 5 min etching, many
rather homogeneous grain structures were
emerged faintly through the entire film surface

where APET(z ) is an absorbance of a band (1345over 5 min of etching [Fig. 5(A); etched for 5
cm01 ; symmetrical methylene deformation20) ofmin], and the structures became larger by further
PET, which is covered with PS layer of z thick-treatment [Fig. 5(B); etched for 20 min]. Pulp
ness; thus, APET(0) is the absorbance of uncovered
PET. The thickness obtained was 0.39 mm.

In the difference spectra of the double-layered
film an aliphatic band21 at 1450 cm01 was chosen
for the standard band of PS. Absorbances of the
band (DAPS) were plotted against etching period
in Figure 6, including the converted thickness of
etched layer (Dz ) . Although the grain structures
emerged by long time etching affect sample–IRE
contact, errors caused by the incomplete contact
can be corrected by the correction technique made
by Ohta et al.11 Each broken line represents an
assumed absorbance if the sputter etching homo-Figure 5 SEM images of etched PET films’ surface:

5 (A) and 20 (B) min etching. geneously removes PS layer with the etching rate
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Now, [CPAM]t and zt are used for the apparent
surface PAM content after t minutes of etching
and the thickness of the etched layer during t min-
utes etching, respectively. The thickness zt can
be obtained from the calculated etching rate with
some corrections described in the last section.
Then we can obtain a value of 1 0 [CPAM]t /
[CPAM]0; this means the contribution of the PAM
content in the layer with a thickness of zt to the
bulk PAM content, assuming [CPAM]0 is the bulk
PAM content. The contribution (1 0 [CPAM]t /
[CPAM]0) is plotted against the thickness zt (that
is, the distance from the surface), as shown in
Figure 8. The results show that the closer to the
original surface, the larger is the contribution; for

Figure 7 PAM content (CPAM) as a function of etching example, in the case of a PAM retained level of
time (t ) at two levels of PAM retained in the sheets 0.75% a layer of 0.1 mm thickness from the origi-
(%): (s ) 0.75 and (l ) 1.5. nal surface has a contribution of 0.5, while a layer

of the same thickness at the depth from 0.2 to 0.3
mm has a contribution of 0.1. It shows that more(33 nm/min). The absorbances under homoge-
than the half of the additive exists in a surfaceneous etching condition should linearly decrease
layer below 0.1 mm thickness.with increasing etching time and diminish at 12

In Figure 9 are shown differential distributionsmin of etching (that is, Dz Å 0.39 mm), as shown
of each 0.1 mm of the curves in Figure 8. The ordi-by the broken lines. The observed absorbance
nate was changed to PAM content (wt %) in eachDAPS decreased along the assumed straight line
layer by multiplying each differentiated contribu-with increasing etching time first, and then the
tion by the bulk PAM content and a constant; thedecreasing rate is gradually reduced, regardless
constant is the ratio of each layer thickness (0.1of different ATR conditions.
mm) to fiber wall thickness (supposing 2 mm18 inThese results from Figures 4–6 prove that the
this study). This figure is considered to be theetching until 5 min is homogeneous and propor-
depth profiles of PAM within a fiber wall. It showstional to obtain the precise depth profile. They

further suggest that depth profiling over 0.2 mm
needs some correction. The observed relationship
between the absorbance and etching time in Fig-
ure 6 can be used for this purpose; Dz of 20 min
etching sample was assumed to be the same as
that of PS surface layer (0.39 mm).

Depth Profiling by ATR–FTIR Analysis
with Sputter Etching

Surface removal by sputter etching and following
ATR–FTIR measurement of the exposed surface
was carried out successively for depth profiling.
In Figure 7, the effect of sputter etching on the
PAM content (CPAM) measured with dp Å 1.2 mm
is shown, regarding it as bulk PAM content. CPAM

decreases logarithmically with increasing etching
time. This is due to surface removal by sputter
etching. Since the curved plots do not indicate
actual concentration–depth profiles, a measured Figure 8 Dependence of the contributions (10 [CPAM]t/
signal intensity versus sputtering time should be [CPAM]0) on etching time (t ) , which can be converted to
converted into a true concentration versus dis- distance from original surface (zt ) . Legend is the same

as in Figure 7.tance from the original surface.7
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APPENDIX: CORRECTION TECHNIQUE
OF ABSORBANCE RATIO

When obtaining the difference spectrum, we ad-
justed the scale factor so that the reference band
at 1319 cm01 was appropriately canceled. How-
ever, the band intensity in the sample sheet spec-
trum should be stronger than that in the blank
sheet spectrum because a band of PAM is overlap-
ping with the reference band, Acell . When the ab-
sorbance of the overlapping band is made to be
DAover , the absorbance at 1319 cm01 in the sample
sheet spectrum can be expressed by the sum of
DAover and Acell . The spectral subtraction was
done so that the absorbance at 1319 cm01 in the

Figure 9 Depth profiles of PAM within a pulp fiber sample sheet spectrum was adjusted to Acell in the
at two levels of PAM retained in the sheets (%): (h ) blank sheet spectrum with a scale factor f (õ1)
0.75 and (j ) 1.5. This figure is based on the contribu- as follows:
tion curves in Figure 8.

Acell Å f (DAover / Acell ) (A.1)

that PAM content in the surface layer is very high. Now the observed absorbance of the PAM charac-
Most of the additive is located at the surface, and terizing band at 1670 cm01 in the difference spec-
the content decreases toward inner side, regard- trum ([DAPAM]obs) is given by the following equa-
less of the addition level. These results are com- tion including the factor f :
pared favorably with those of the dp -dependent
ATR analysis. [DAPAM]obs Å f (DAPAM / Ablank) 0 Ablank (A.2)

where Ablank in the second term of the right side
is the absorbance at 1670 cm01 in the blank sheetCONCLUSIONS
spectrum, and then f (DAPAM / Ablank) represents
the absorbance at the same wave number in theATR–FTIR spectroscopy in combination with the
sample sheet spectrum. So the normalized ab-sputter etching technique has been applied to de-
sorbance ([DAPAM/Acell ]obs ) can be expressed astermination of the depth distribution of PAM

within a pulp fiber. Assuming that the sputter
etching process operates uniformly and that CPAM FDAPAM

Acell
G

obs

Å f (DAPAM/Ablank)0Ablank

Acell
(A.3)

measured with dp Å 1.2 mm is comparable to the
bulk PAM content, it is possible to obtain depth
profiles of PAM within a fiber. The result has been

Then we can get the actual absorbance ratiofound to be in reasonable agreement with those
(DAPAM/Acell ) , as follows:of the variable-angle ATR–FTIR analysis. The

present method does not require an assuming
function or complicated numerical inversion of DAPAM

AcellLaplace transformation. This method can be used
to clarify the distribution of other paper additives

Å 1
f HFDAPAM

Acell
G

obs

/ Ablank

Acell
J 0 Ablank

Acell
(A.4)within a pulp fiber; and moreover, it can be ap-

plied to depth profiling of additives within a solid
materials, as well as those in such fibrous mate-
rials. Now let us consider that the absorbance of the

overlapping band (DAover ) is k (õ1) times as large
as DAPAM, as follows:The authors thank Arakawa Chemical Industries Ltd.

for ATR–FTIR measurement with 607 facets IRE and
for helpful suggestions. DAover Å kDAPAM (A.5)
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